Dear President Biden and Members of Congress,

Government Accountability Project and the undersigned 264 organizations write to support freedom of speech protections for whistleblowers who strengthen our nation’s democracy, challenge abuses of power that betray the public trust, and catalyze accountability.

Improvements to whistleblower protections, historically passed by Congress with bipartisan and nearly unanimous support, and supported by 86% of Americans according to a recent Marist poll, are a crucial first step to ensuring accountability and establishing safeguards in the federal government. Public servants should be able to disclose evidence of wrongdoing without fear of reprisal or futility. Truth shared by whistleblowers fuels oversight mechanisms by shining a light on existing weaknesses, inefficiencies, and injustices. We must protect those who courageously speak out about abuses of public trust that undermine our nation’s safety and security and threaten our democracy.

Forty-two years ago, the United States passed the world’s first national whistleblower protection law for government employees. Over the following decades, Congress continued to enact laws to protect whistleblowers from other sectors. However, the Whistleblower Protection Act (WPA) and over 50 scattered corporate laws have not provided effective protection to the courageous employees who speak out against abuse of power.

A 13-year legislative effort to restore credible rights led to the unanimous passage of the Whistleblower Protection Enhancement Act (WPEA) of 2012. Yet significant challenges to our merit systems in the years since have exposed loopholes and ongoing weaknesses in this system that demand immediate correction. Otherwise, whistleblowers will continue to be chilled from speaking up and face retaliation when they do. Wrongdoing can continue undeterred and waste, fraud, and abuse will abound.

For example, unlike the 2009 stimulus package after the great recession, nearly $3 trillion in COVID-19 relief did not add whistleblowing protections to the law, either to challenge misspending or misconduct threatening public health. Despite ambitious legislation to control police abuses of power, our laws do not protect law enforcement officers whose testimony is indispensable for catching violations of law and abuses of power. Although congressional witnesses experienced
dangerous retaliation last year, our laws banning reprisal for congressional communications still have no enforcement provision.

Our laws have not kept pace with modern global standards. As we rebuild international trust in American democracy, essential to earning that trust is to telegraph our commitment to accountability of our government. By strengthening our whistleblower laws to match or exceed those of other democratic nations, we can restore our nation as the world’s leader protecting freedom of speech for whistleblowers as an essential vehicle for accountability.

We seek your leadership now to expeditiously implement what Congress intended when it passed the WPEA, and to expand best practice rights where needed most – for the integrity of pandemic relief legislation along with all other public health work; for honest law enforcement officers challenging police abuses of power, and for all congressional witnesses.

Modern global best practices for whistleblower protection are clear. To meet them, America’s rights must include four cornerstones:

- Grant employees the right to a jury trial in federal court;
- Give whistleblowers the right to challenge retaliatory investigations;
- Extend temporary relief to whistleblowers whenever they prove a prima facie case of retaliation; and
- Extend whistleblower rights beyond protection from workplace retaliation, and like the European Union, give whistleblowers a legal defense against civil or criminal liability.

Whistleblower protection is a foundation for the rule of law. It does not matter whether the issue is economic recovery, vaccine or prescription drug safety, environmental protection, infrastructure spending, election safety, national health insurance, or foreign policy. We need conscientious public servants willing and able to call attention to waste, fraud, and abuse on behalf of the taxpayers.

America needs your leadership to provide safeguards to courageous whistleblowers for accountability and the protection of democracy. We encourage you to begin by reforming the Whistleblower Protection Act and enacting the key provision described above where rights are nonexistent. Whistleblower reforms are necessary to ensure those who defend the public have a fair chance to defend themselves.

Sincerely,
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